Enterprise Risk Management

Enterprise Risk
Management Integrates
with all OESuite® Modules
in these Frameworks

EHS Compliance
Framework

The Operational Sustainability® (OS) OESuite® Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Module is a holistic
framework to manage threats and mitigation plans. Our ERM solution allows organization executives to set
risk tolerances to address strategic risks, along with proactively monitoring and managing them over time.
OS enables organizations to mitigate financial, operational, and compliance risks to an acceptable level
through policies, systems, procedures, and cultural alignment – and our ERM Module brings all of the key
knowledge and metrics together in one place. Whether you are physically at a plant or looking across your
fleet remotely, you can monitor and analyze your performance.
OESuite uses a prioritized, dynamic risk registry that includes a closed-looped Management of Change (MOC)
process. The interrelationship of one risk to another is the key to contextually prioritizing risks. Our solution
aligns with ISO 31000.
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Figure 1 — OS Enterprise Risk Strategy
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In order for ERM to be effective, a common risk management language across finance, legal, operations and
functional groups must be developed. Risk should not be just defined by negative outcomes; otherwise, the
entity may find itself missing opportunities (i.e., positive outcomes) by becoming blind to changes in the
industry. Our solution delivers a comprehensive risk registry which improves decision making and provides
enhanced visibility and transparency.
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Figure 2 — OESuite® Risk Registry

The OESuite® risk registry is more than a set of static variables. It is built through a living, breathing capture of interoperable and constantly
updated organizational data that accounts for the dynamic nature of risk due to a company’s changes in its portfolio, economic cycles, and as
other external influences manifest. For ERM to be successful, it needs supporting risk processes like the risk themes and controls built in to the
Enterprise Risk Module.
With dynamic key features, our cloud-based solution fully addresses enterprise risk to:
•

Develop risk and control categories

•

Evaluate the consequence of events

•

Define risk control themes

•

Develop a hierarchy of controls and risk rankings (mitigated and unmitigated)

•

Capture risk mitigation steps

•

Develop a structure for Operational Risk Management (ORM) and ERM

•

Plot your risk distribution across your plants, divisions, and enterprise

•

Create control themes and KPI systems

•

Create custom reports and dashboards

•

Develop recommendations and action plans

•

Integrate your risk with your core business processes to drive efficient execution

•

Flexibly support any additional information through our configurable forms

•

Enable users to quickly and easily search, access, print, and export risk information
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Enterprise Risk Management
The Enterprise Risk Management Module is a key component of these OESuite® Frameworks:

EHS Compliance
Framework

EAM / APM
Framework

Process Safety
Framework

Workforce
Framework

Operations & Production
Framework

These are the core functions in all OESuite® Modules:
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For more information email us at info@DrivingOE.com or call (713) 355-2900.
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Operational Sustainability® makes operational excellence simple.
Succeeding in today’s complex, highly-regulated industries depends on how well your company manages operational risk and enables
operational discipline. Our world-class advisory services and our industry-leading cloud-based, highly configurable software work together to
enable your company to achieve operational excellence. To implement OE 4.0 and sustain operational integrity, companies must balance
production goals with reliability, safety, and human and environmental factors. We identify and help you solve any issues to move to a real-time,
mobilized risk-aware culture. With an average of more than 30 years of industry experience each, our advisors can design a solution tailored to
your company’s culture and needs.
Learn how Operational Sustainability can advise your workforce through our consulting services and support your journey to operational excellence
through our OESuite® software platform. See our full slate of free webinars, white papers, detailed module information, and scheduled workshops
online at www.DrivingOE.com.

Schedule your free consultation and demo today.

DISCLAIMER
This document is protected under the copyright laws of the United States and other countries. This proposal contains information that is proprietary and confidential to Operational Sustainability, LLC, and shall not be
disclosed outside the recipient’s company or duplicated, used or disclosed in whole or in part by the recipient for any purpose other than to evaluate this proposal. Any other use or disclosure in whole or in part of this
information without the express written permission of Operational Sustainability, LLC is prohibited.
Operational Sustainability, LLC is a Delaware limited liability corporation.

11490 Westheimer | Suite 280 | Houston, TX 77077 | info@DrivingOE.com
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